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To finish the week, I am sending you off with some weekend 
reading <here>. Entitled 2021: Re-flation, Re-opening and Re-
adjustment, its key takeaways are as follows:

*most global economies enter 2021 in early-cycle recoveries
*money remains cheap and is supportive of all asset classes
*higher asset valuations already reflect positive expectations for 
re-opening
* the winter rise in virus cases represents a strong near-term 
headwind but is unlikely to cause a double-dip recession

The diagram of the business cycle framework shows where 
developed world countries are in terms of re-flation, re-opening and re-adjustment. And although activity 
remains below 2019 levels in most major economies, the prospect of a vaccine-related full re-opening, 
makes us constructive on the continued broadening of the economic expansion in 2021. Note that 
Manufacturing has recovered almost to 100%, while the Service sectors’ position actually deteriorated post-
Thanksgiving. This was due of course to the tightening of Covid-restrictions on business including the hard-
hit food & hospitality industry. 

When it comes to the US economy, there’s a saying: never underestimate the power of the US consumer. 
Very true and US consumers are better poised to weather this near term economic lull due to the 
approximately $1 trillion of additional savings accumulated over the past year. Although this savings is 
unequally distributed across US households, the aggregate savings cushion is the result of reduced 
spending and massive government transfer during the first half of the year. All this cash is a good thing, 
particularly once citizens are vaccinated and get out there and start spending. Our expectation is that 
consumers will do just that. Like the Roaring 20s that followed the previous decade of awfulness (1910-1920 
encapsulated WW I and the Spanish Flu), we see the US consumer turning off Netflix, emerging from their 
homes and getting outside to live the American Dream. The same holds for Canada and the rest of the world 
too. 

This bodes well for the economy in the second half of the year and for global capital Markets. Happy 
reading, have a great weekend and see you Monday! 

Be safe, be well!
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